Optically guided level set for underwater object segmentation.
Combining underwater optical imaging principles and the level set, this paper proposes a novel type of level set method called optically guided level set. This novel method can transform optical challenges in underwater environments (such as the illumination bias and wavelength-selective absorption) into valuable guidance for underwater object segmentation. Using the underwater optical guidance, our novel method can generate accurate object segmentation results by suitable initialization and regular evolving of the level set. The optical guidance core lies in two observations pertaining to the underwater optical imaging process: (i) the overlap between the object region and optical collimation region and (ii) the correspondence between the object structure and irradiation distribution inside the optical collimation. The high accuracy of our proposed method is demonstrated via comparisons to the state-of-the-art level set and salient object detection methods for public underwater images collected in diverse environments. Moreover, by using the work presented in this paper, we plan to demonstrate optical principles' potential for improving computer vision research, which is a promising research topic with many practical applications.